Why choose a Cabanon trailer tent ?
Who is Cabanon ?

Cabanon has a model to suit you

Cabanon Trailer Tents are manufactured by CGI Camping which has been producing high-quality tents,
trailer tents and folding camper canvasses for more than 40 years and is widely recognised as the best in
Europe. This success has been achieved through a policy of innovation combined with a determination to
produce only first-class products, using the finest materials, suitably treated to provide the best weather
protection, that offer reliability, durability and value-for-money. This philosophy has been maintained in the
production of Trailer Tent bodies, which CGI now manufactures in-house at its’ purpose built Trailer factory.

Cabanon has a wide range of Trailer Tents available, from a compact, quick to
erect : 2-berth model, which can be used with or without an awning, to a wide
bodied 8-berth model, with fully enclosed awning, zipped-on groundsheet, and full
height kitchen extension. We are sure you will find a Cabanon model to suit both
your pocket and your camping needs.

Cabanon Trailer Tents
are affordable and durable

Cabanon canvasses are the best
A trailer tent is only as good as the canvas that covers it. With Cabanon, only the finest materials
from the world’s best known manufacturers are used to produce Cabanon canvasses. In addition, CGI
employs highly-skilled machinists, who’s quality is controlled at every stage of production to ensure
that only first-class products leave the factory. A Cabanon canvas is built to last and it won’t let you
down - especially when the sun isn’t shining.

Whilst there are no compromises made in the quality of
materials or manufacture, Cabanon Trailer Tents represent
excellent value-for-money with competitive pricing, affordable accessories and higher re-sale
values than most other Trailer Tents. In the long-run, Cabanon is more reliable, durable, and
represents better value-for-money, than Trailer Tents made from cheaper materials.

Cabanon has a quality Trailer Body

Cabanon has the best Dealer Network

The quality of the trailer tent body is also very important and Cabanon use only high quality materials such
as durable, coated steel panels, water and mildew resistant wood, Alko & RTN axles, strong galvanised
chassis, stainless steel Suter kitchens and many other fine components to ensure a long and reliable life
for your trailer tent.

CABANON trailer tents are sold exclusively through a carefully selected network of
Dealers across Europe. Each appointed Dealer is a specialist in the camping field
and has been chosen to represent Cabanon because of their expertise and ability
to provide excellent advice, support and after-sales-service.

 railer Tents are quick, simple
T
and effortless to erect
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Erecting a Trailer
Tent is : Simple,
Quick & Effortless
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As you will see from the following
sequence of pictures, a Cabanon
Trailer Tent is quick and simple to
erect. One of the key advantages of
the Cabanon system is that the beds
operate independently of the canvas.
This ensures that the beds, and your
bedding, can be kept dry should you
need to erect or take down the Trailer
when it is wet or raining.
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A selection of our suppliers :
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The Trailer Tent and Awning can be erected,
with practice, in around twenty minutes.
All that remains is to peg it down fully and to
fit the roof linings and curtains - it couldn’t
be simpler !
2
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Venus

The Venus has one generous bed and ample seating
space and is ideal for short breaks or weekends as it
can be used without pegging. However, should you
wish to use the Venus for longer holidays, or just need
more space, then the 2.35m deep, two-piece awning,
included as standard, can be fitted. The awning can
also take a Tall Annexe, with the side awning panel
removed, which is great if you need to accommodate
a couple of friends, children or grandchildren.

A compact 2-berth trailer tent, complete with 2.35m
awning, that is quick and simple to erect and can be
used without pegging - ideal for the active couple.

Venus Standard Features include :
– One 2-berth bedroom (145 x 210cm) with a ventilated
front window, with flap, giving a view to the outside, or
awning if fitted.
– The standard model is supplied with cabin roof lining, full
set of curtains and removable mattress and seat covers.
Corner steadies, jockey wheel and spare wheel and carrier
are also included as standard.
– A roomy 2.35m awning with zip-out panel - see further
details below
– The strong, steel, trailer body, has a seating area and
locker storage, built-in drawers and a fully galvanised
chassis. Brakes are available as an option.
– The Venus is available either with or without a deluxe
kitchen, with two burners, grill, drawers and stainless
steel sink.

Venus Standard Awning Features include :
– 2.35m, two-piece, awning which has a patterned acrylic
roof, curtains and a kitchen area with large ventilated
window and outside flap on the right-hand-side. An
awning roof lining is available as an option.
– The left-hand-side panel is removable and, once removed,
an optional Tall Annexe, and inner if required, can be fitted
to the awning.
– The front panel of the awning may be rolled-up.
– The awning is detachable, and enables the sleeping part
of the trailer tent to be used on its’ own, if required. This is
particularly useful for overnight stays.
– The optional «deluxe sun canopy» can be fitted directly
onto the cabin or to the front of the awning.

Awning central height :
225cm
Awning side height :
175cm

210

240
145

- Bed skirt
- Awning roof lining
- Deluxe sun canopy
- Tall annexe extension
- Tall annexe inner tent
- Seat back rest
- Tent tidy
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Cabin only
with optional Bed Skirt

Shown with
optional Sun Canopy

Shown with
optional Tall Annexe

235

Optional Accessories :

340
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Stellar
The modern-styled Cabanon STELLAR comes complete
with a generous 3.0m awning, with 4 zip-out panels,
ventilated windows and doors, and a strong, large
gauge, 28mm steel frame.

The Stellar may be used in many different ways :
– with or without the awning
– with awning fitted, and 4 panels removed, to form a sun
canopy
– with the awning fitted and a tall annexe or a bedroom annexe,
with or without inner tent, on either or both sides.

STELLAR Features Include :
– Two large and comfortable 2-berth bedrooms
(145 x 210cm), with ventilated side windows and
outside flaps (plastic and cotton). The left-hand
bedroom has a ventilated front window, with flap,
giving a view into the living area.
– The two front panels of the awning may be
zipped out, or zipped down to form a verandah
facility (using the optional verandah pole). The
two side panels are also removable and, once
removed, an optional Tall Annexe, or Bedroom
Extension, and inner if required, can be fitted to
either side of the awning.
– The standard model is supplied with cabin
roof lining, full set of curtains and removable
mattress and seat covers. A jockey wheel and
spare wheel and carrier are also included as
standard.
– The awning is detachable, and enables the
sleeping part of the trailer tent to be used on its’
own, if required. This is particularly useful for
overnight stays.
– The strong, steel, trailer body, has builtin drawers and locker storage, and a fully
galvanised chassis. Brakes are available as an
option.
– The optional «sun canopy» can be fitted to the
front of the awning.
– The STELLAR is available either with or without a
deluxe kitchen, with two burners, grill, drawers
and stainless steel sink.

Stellar with standard 3.0m awning including 2 zip-out end and 2 zip-out front panels

Awning central height :
225cm
Awning side height :
170cm

Optional accessories :

Shown with
the 4 panels removed
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Shown with
optional tall annexe

440
145

145

300

210

- Deluxe kitchen (DL)
- Sun canopy
- Tall annexe extension
- Tall annexe inner tent
- Bedroom annexe
- Bedroom annexe inner tent
- Seat back rest
- Under bed tent
- Tent tidy

E & OE
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STRATOS Features include :

REVOLUTIONARY TRAILER TENT WITH “DOME-SHAPED” AWNING WITH
FULLY ENCLOSED LOUNGE AREA AND ZIPPED-ON GROUNDSHEET

The STRATOS
is not available
with the Deluxe
Kitchen

The striking
Cabanon Stratos is a groundbreaking concept in the Trailer Tent
market because, in addition to its’ unique shape,
the awning comes complete with a strong PVC groundsheet which, when pegged and
zipped onto the awning around the base, provides a fully enclosed lounge living area
completely protected from the elements.
The awning also has a useful fixed front canopy.

– Two large and comfortable 2-berth bedrooms,
(145 x 210cm), which provide greater than
average headroom, and have ventilated windows
and outside flaps to the side and ventilated front
windows, with flaps, giving a view into the living
area.
– The standard model is supplied with cabin roof
lining and curtains and removable mattress and
seat covers. A jockey wheel and spare wheel and
carrier are also included as standard.
– The strong, steel, trailer body, has built-in drawers
and locker storage, and a fully galvanised chassis.
Brakes are available as an option.

STRATOS Standard Awning Features
include :
– The enclosed awning lounge area, 3.5m deep, has
3 large ventilated windows, with outside protective
flaps, and internally-zipped privacy flaps.
– The awning has a fixed 2.0m sun canopy at the
front - to which an optional sun canopy may also be
fitted
– The tough PVC groundsheet, which is zipped onto
the main canvas when erected, is easily removed
for routine cleaning.
– The awning front panel can be completely rolled
away to provide a huge entrance to the awning
– The awning is detachable, and enables the sleeping
part of the trailer tent to be used on its’ own, if
required. This is particularly useful for overnight
stays.

440
145

145
210

Stratos

Shown
with optional
sun canopy
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... in around
30 minutes !

Optional accessories :
- Sun canopy
- Seat back rest
- Under bed tent

200

Easy
and quick
to erect...

350

Awning central height :
220cm
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Mercury
STYLISH TRAILER TENT WITH “DOME-SHAPED” ENCLOSED AWNING
WITH “PUSH-OUT” KITCHEN EXTENSION AND DELUXE KITCHEN.

The Cabanon Mercury uses the same concept
as that of the Stratos but, in addition, the
awning comes complete with “push-out” kitchen
extension on the right-hand-side and has a
Deluxe kitchen with two burners, grill, drawers
and stainless steel sink.
The awning also has a useful fixed front canopy.

MERCURY Features include :
– Two large and comfortable 2-berth bedrooms,
(145 x 210cm), which provide greater than
average headroom, and have ventilated windows
and outside flaps to the side and ventilated front
windows, with flaps, giving a view into the living
area.
– The standard model is supplied with cabin roof
lining and curtains and removable mattress and
seat covers. A jockey wheel and spare wheel and
carrier are also included as standard.
– The strong, steel, trailer body, has built-in drawers
and locker storage, and a fully galvanised chassis.
Brakes are available as an option.
– The MERCURY is supplied with a deluxe kitchen,
with two burners, grill, drawers and stainless
steel sink.

MERCURY Standard Awning Features
include :

Mercury is only supplied
with deluxe kitchen,
included as
standard.

– The enclosed awning lounge area, 3.5m deep, has
3 large ventilated windows, with outside protective
flaps, and internally-zipped privacy flaps.
– The awning has a push-out kitchen extension on
the right hand side and a fixed 2.0m sun canopy
at the front - to which an optional sun canopy may
also be fitted
– The tough PVC groundsheet, which is zipped onto
the main canvas when erected, is easily removed
for routine cleaning.
– The awning front panel can be completely rolled
away to provide a huge entrance to the awning
– The awning is detachable, and enables the
sleeping part of the trailer tent to be used on its’
own, if required. This is particularly useful for
overnight stays.
440
145

145
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350

... in around
30 minutes !

Optional accessories :
- Sun canopy
- Seat back rest
- Under bed tent

200

Easy
and quick
to erect...

210

Awning central height :
220cm

E & OE
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Neptune
WIDE BODIED TRAILER TENT THAT HAS A “DOME-SHAPED”
AWNING WITH FULLY ENCLOSED LOUNGE AREA, ZIPPED-ON
GROUNDSHEET AND KITCHEN EXTENSION.

The new Cabanon NEPTUNE has a wide
trailer body, 5ft, and comes complete with a
strong PVC groundsheet that, when zipped
onto the awning around the base, provides a
fully enclosed lounge living area completely
protected from the elements. The awning also
has a push-out extension to accommodate the
quality kitchen with 3 burners, grill and sink.

NEPTUNE Standard Features include :
– -Two larger-than-average 2-berth bedrooms
(165 x 220cm), with ventilation in both. Each
bedroom also has a ventilated front window, with
flap, giving a view to the outside, or awning if
fitted.
– The deluxe kitchen, included as standard, has
three burners, a grill and stainless steel sink
– The standard model is supplied with cabin roof
lining and curtains and removable mattress and
seat covers. A jockey wheel and spare wheel and
carrier are also included as standard.
– The strong, steel, trailer body, has builtin drawers and locker storage, and a fully
galvanised chassis. Brakes are available as an
option.

NEPTUNE Standard Awning Features
include :



The deluxe kitchen,
included as standard

– The enclosed awning lounge area, 3.5m deep,
has 3 large ventilated windows, with outside
protective flaps, and internally-zipped privacy
flaps.
– The awning has a push-out kitchen extension on
the right hand side and a fixed 2.0m sun canopy
at the front - to which an optional sun canopy
may also be fitted
– The tough PVC groundsheet, which is zipped onto
the main canvas when erected, is easily removed
for routine cleaning.
– The awning front panel can be completely rolled
away to provide a huge entrance to the awning
– The awning is detachable, and enables the
sleeping part of the trailer tent to be used on its’
own, if required. This is particularly useful for
overnight stays.
490

Shown with
optional Sun Canopy
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- Sun canopy
- Seat back rest
- Under bed tent

Kitchen
Extension

250

220
350

Optional
Accessories :

165

200

Awning central height :
220cm

165

E & OE
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Trailer tent accessories
Deluxe kitchen (DL)
Equipped with 2 burners and grill,
2 drawers and a stainless steel
sink, the DL kitchen unit
can be quickly and easily
attached to, or detached
from, the rear of the
trailer using 2 sliding
rails. Kitchen shown
with optional shelf.

Genuine Cabanon Spares
and Accessories

Braked hitch assembly
with Small Moulded
Fridge/Storage Box.
Fridge box internal
dimensions 44cm (front h) x
48cm (rear h) x
44cm (d) x 58cm
(front w) x 65cm
(rear w).

Additional
inner tent
A 2-berth
inner tent
to provide
extra
overnight
sleeping
space in the
lounge area
of the trailer
tent.

Under-bed tent
A 2-berth sleeping tent, ideal for
the kids, that can be quickly and
easily fitted under the bedboards
of all Cabanon trailer tents.
Dimensions : 67cm(h) x
120cm(w) x 190cm (d).

Free
standing wardrobe
Suitable for use in several Cabanon trailer tents
to provide extra storage for clothing. Made in
poly-cotton, with adjustable tubular legs, garment
rail and wooden, off-the-floor base. The wardrobe
is attached to the awning frame using clips.
Dimensions : 170cm(h) x 50 cm(w) x 50cm(d).

Side awning frame A08810
2 upright poles and a Y-shaped
adjustable roof section which
converts a zipped side panel
into a useful sun
canopy.
The kitchen can
also be used whilst
still attached to
the trailer, which
is ideal for a quick
meal en-route to your
destination.

Carry rack - max.
Carrying capacity
45kg. Cycle
brackets etc not
included.

“DL” model
Trailer “with
kitchen”.

Seat
Back
Rest
Covered in
matching fabric.

Many genuine
Cabanon
Accessories
and Spares are
available from
your local Dealer.
This is just a small
selection.

B224
Wire pegs
23 cm

B250

B300

Suspension rubbers
40 x 4.5

Spring links

B501

B301

Guy lines
L = 3.20 m

Button clips
dia 5mm

“L” model Trailer
“without
kitchen”.

Tent tidy
Keeps your
trailer tent
tidy by
holding many
accessories in
its 12 pockets
Dimensions:
170cm(h) x
90cm(w).

14
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Side
storage
bracket.
Large Moulded Fridge/
Storage Box.
Internal dimensions :
70cm (rear h), 65cm
(front h), 52cm (d), 103cm
(rear w), 94cm (front w).

Breathable Outside/
Winter Storage Cover
A hard-wearing, yet breathable, storage cover to keep your
trailer tent protected from the elements when not in use.

E & OE
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Venus

STELLAR

STRATOS

MERCURY

NEPTUNE

• With kitchen (DL)

260 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

260 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

Not available

260 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

270 (l) x 150 (w) x 116 (h)

• Without kitchen (L)

210 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

210 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

210 (l) x 125 (w) x 110 (h)

Not available

Not available

• With brakes

135 cm

135 cm

135 cm

135 cm

146 cm

• Without brakes

128 cm

128 cm

128 cm

128 cm

139 cm

• With kitchen (DL)

332 kgs

370 kgs

Not available

355 kgs

453 kgs

• Without kitchen (L)

272 kgs

310 kgs

305 kgs

Not Available

Not available

Body dimensions

«A» Frame length

Ex-works weight

500 kgs

500 kgs

500 kgs

500 kgs

600 kgs

Wheels

145 x 10

145 x 10

145 x 10

145 x 10

530 x 12

Min. 2.5 Bar / Max. 3.0 Bar

Min. 2.5 Bar / Max. 3.0 Bar

Min. 2.5 Bar / Max. 3.0 Bar

Min. 2.5 Bar / Max. 3.0 Bar

Min. 2.5 Bar / Max. 3.0 Bar

Tyre pressure
Fully galvanised chassis with «A» frame

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

235 (d) x 340 (w)

300 (d) x 440 (w)

350 + 200 (d) x 440 (w)

350 + 200 (d) x 440 (w)

350 + 200 (d) x 490 (w)

Number of persons

2 / 4 pers

4 / 6 / 8 pers

4 / 6 / 8 pers

4 / 6 / 8 pers

4 / 6 / 8 pers

Bed sizes

210 x 145

210 x 145

210 x 145

210 x 145

220 x 165

• cabin

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

• awning

Optional

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Spare wheel with carrier

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Brakes

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Jockey wheel

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Corner steadies

Standard

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Under bed tent

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Carry rack

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Side storage bracket

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Storage / Fridge boxes

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Awning size

Accessories

Roof linings :

Materials

Side awning frame
Standard sun canopy (depth cm)

Not available

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Deluxe sun canopy (depth cm)

Optional (1.70 m)

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Free-standing wardrobe

Optional

Optional

Not available

Not available

Not available

Cabin roof & walls

Cotton

Cotton

Cotton

Cotton

Cotton

Awning roof

Patterned acrylic coated polyester

Patterned acrylic coated polyester

All Season polyester

All Season polyester

All Season polyester

Awning walls

Cotton

All Season polyester

All Season polyester

All Season polyester

All Season polyester

Basement

PVC coated polyester

PVC coated polyester

PVC Groundsheet - Zipped

PVC Groundsheet - Zipped

PVC Groundsheet - Zipped

Inner tents

Polycotton

Polycotton

Polycotton

Polycotton

Polycotton

GUARANTEE
All CABANON products are supplied with a full 12 month
guarantee to cover faults in materials or manufacture.
This guarantee does not cover faults caused by misuse,
negligence or extreme weather conditions.

INTERNET
You can also contact us via our Internet
Web-Site at http://www.cabanon.com or our
E-Mail address - info@cabanon.com

The weights, sizes, plans and colours given in
this catalogue are given as an indication and are
only approximate. CGI reserves the right to alter
specifications, as considered necessary, without notice.

CGI APPOINTED DEALER
CABANON trailer tents are sold exclusively through a carefully selected network of CABANON Dealers. Each Dealer is a specialist in the camping field and has been
appointed because of their expertise and ability to provide an honest and informed opinion on which is the right CABANON product to best suit your needs. CABANON
Dealers are also chosen because of thier willingness and capability to provide excellent after-sales-service and customer support. For the best deal,advice and your own
convenience, go to your nearest CABANON Dealer.

CGI CAMPING SAS
Z.I. de Petite Synthe - 2 rue de L’Albeck
59640 Dunkerque - France
E Mail - info@cabanon.com

CGI CAMPING - UK
P.O. Box 373, Newcastle, Staffs, ST5 1UD,
England
E Mail - uksales@cabanon.com
E & OE
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Maximum gross weight (including luggage)

